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Lo ha confermato il nuovo boss Stefano Domenicali, in un video Sei doppi appuntamenti, 12
gare e una entry list di 16 team, con oltre 30 equipaggi al via e 15 rookie. Sono alcuni dei numer
L'autodromo di Imola dista solo 15 chilometri dalla sede di Faenza: l'AlphaTauri gioca davvero
in casa al Gran Premio Dimenticati i problemi derivanti dal Covid che avevano modificato il
calendario , tanto che la prima gara Endurance Per i Cookie su questo sito. Italiaracing Informazione rigorosa, libera, veloce e completa! Il nostro sito utilizza "cookie" e altre
tecnologie in modo tale che noi, possiamo ricordarci di te e agevolarti sull'utilizzo che fai del
portale. Per maggiori informazioni Clicca Qui , cliccando su "Accetto", acconsenti l'uso dei
"Cookie". Esci dal Sito. Leggi Â». Super Trofeo Lamborghini Parte da Monza con il pieno di
iscritti la stagione Sei doppi appuntamenti, 12 gare e una entry list di 16 team, con oltre 30
equipaggi al via e 15 rookie. GT World Challenge La corazzata del Gran Turismo parte dal
circuito di Monza Dimenticati i problemi derivanti dal Covid che avevano modificato il
calendario , tanto che la prima gara Endurance Sul tracciato catalano i prototipi hanno girato
con una potenza di CV pari a kW e un peso ulteriormente incrementato per un totale di Kg. In
gran spolvero il team WRT che con Deletraz ha ottenuto il miglior crono dei test. L'argentino
corre anche nel Formula Regional European by Alpine. Buona la prima presa di contatto per il
team 1 AIM Villorba Corse che, con il trevigiano Alessandro Bressan, ha centrato la Top al
termine della due giorni spagnola. Debutto da incorniciare per Alessio Rovera, Il pilota del team
AF Corse ha ottenuto il secondo miglior crono del prologo. Tutti i nostri Magazine Â» I Magazine
da leggere e sfogliare anche su tablet e smartphone. The engine cranks out hp kw 10,rpm and
The engine is paired with a super-efficient power unit exhausts equipped with a catalytic
converter and 2 lambda probes to conform to Euro3 regulations. With its Corse colour scheme,
the EVO is a racing dream come true. Corse instinct: where intuition meets engineering. The
super-efficient power unit exhausts through a lightweight system equipped with a catalytic
converter and 2 lambda probes to conform to Euro3 regulations. The EVO engine is fed by
MotoGP-derived elliptical large section throttle bodies which are now increased from an
equivalent diameter of 56mm to 60 mm. A brand new piston crown and combustion chamber
shape improve burn efficiency and increase the compression ratio to a power-enhancing New
camshafts provide 13mm of valve-lift compared with Attention to weight reduction is further
underlined with the cam covers cast in magnesium alloy. The new EVO is powered by a liquid
cooled, L-Twin, Desmodromic engine that produces hp kW 10, rpm and a high-accelerating The
Testastretta delivers a thrilling torque output at low-medium revs and an exciting power delivery
at high rpm. The 94mm x The EVO engine include a sophisticated wet clutch that weighs 1kg 2.
The dual construction technique used for the single-sided swingarm allows the main
operational components to use individual aluminium castings so as to ensure strength around
the pivot points, wheel hub and suspension links, while lightweight, fabricated aluminium
sections are used to complete the construction into a single, beautifully engineered component.
The EVO swingarm is colour finished in black anodized. Carefully designed for aerodynamic
efficiency and to hug the sleek lines of the chassis, the Superbike bodywork enables the rider to
blend effortlessly into the correct riding position. Its race-developed fairing design ensures
perfect integration with the cooling system by providing efficient flow through the advanced,
large surface area coolant radiator, which is assisted by lightweight, high flow electric fan
assemblies and oil coolers. Aerodynamically shaped air ducts positioned just below the
headlamps are precisely calculated to provide ample air delivery to the pressurised airbox. The
EVO Corse Special Edition has double enbloc callipers that bite into larger sized mm discs to
guarantee exceptional braking efficiency. The weight of the discs has been dropped to a
minimum using narrow racing type braking surfaces. Developed in cooperation with Ducati
Corse, the lightweight Trellis frame features 34mm main section tubes with a material thickness
of 1. Through decades of racing and development, Ducati has proven that innovative chassis
engineering and evolutionary frame advancements win races. The tubular Trellis frame, used on
every Ducati motorcycle, is a signature design element. This unique Ducati frame is light, rigid
and beautiful thanks to its ingenious Trellis design and use of high quality ALS tubing. Each
tube is mitred and micro-fusion welded in a complex triangulated pattern and our incredibly
strong L-Twin engine cases are functional "stressed members" of the chassis. The lightweight
front wheels used on all Ducati Superbike models substantially reduces the moment of inertia,
enabling a faster change of direction and enhanced acceleration and braking performances. The
rear shock also has a counter-spring that improves riding feel helping to maintain the grip of the
rear tyre flat on the asphalt even in extreme conditions. A control-enhancing steering damper
maintains perfect front-end stability, inspiring supreme control and confidence alongside the
increased power output. Producing a front subframe in magnesium underlines the attention to
weight-saving detail in the Ducati Superbike range. The horizontal twin headlamps, a signature
Ducati style from the iconic , are modernised with the latest lighting technology. Two

polyellipsoidal units light the way with a powerful beam while maintaining an aggressive look to
the front of the machine in pure Ducati Superbike tradition. The rear light employs a specially
designed strip of LEDs enhanced by a high diffusion lens shaped into the sleek lines of the
tailpiece. The same LEDs are intensified for brake lights. The directional indicators also use the
latest in LED technology for illumination. The frontal indicators are beautifully integrated into
the rear view mirrors. Add easy-to-use switchgear with stopwatch function and DTC and DDA
management where applicable and it becomes clear that functionality plays a major role
alongside performance. All Superbike mirrors come with an optional spacer kit enabling an
extension of 30mm over the standard mirror stem length. The digital display is programmed
with a stopwatch function that, when enabled, can be triggered by using the high-beam flash
button and each recorded time stored in a memory. After your journey or track session, the
times or lap times can be recalled from the memory and scrolled through by using the
instrumentation buttons on the left-hand switchgear. Ducati were the first manufacturer to
introduce a true competition-level traction control system on a production motorcycle. DTC
uses the same software logic developed and used by Ducati Corse for their World
Championship-winning MotoGP and World Superbike motorcycles and offers a choice of eight
settings developed by their professional test riders and racers. Accessible from the left-hand
switchgear and displayed on the digital instrumentation, the system offers a choice of eight
profiles, each one programmed with a wheel-spin tolerance matched to progressive riding
levels of skill graded from one to eight. While level eight administers a confidence-building,
high level of interaction from the system by activating upon the slightest amount of wheel-spin,
level one offers a much higher tolerance and, therefore, much less intervention for highly
competent riders. Instead, information additional to the default read-outs is managed from the
left-hand handlebar-mounted switch gear, allowing the rider to scroll through and select from
various menus. The display, which has a bright white LED back lighting, presents rpm and
speed, with the former displayed across the screen in a progressive bar graph. Optionally, the
rpm and speed can be displayed in numeric values. Additionally, it displays lap times, DTC level
selected if activated on time, air temperature, coolant temperature, battery voltage, two trips and
a trip that automatically starts as the fuel system goes onto reserve. Warning lights illuminate to
signify neutral, turn signals, high-beam, rev-limit, low oil pressure, fuel reserve, DTC
intervention if activated on S, S Corse and R Corse and scheduled maintenance. The instrument
display also doubles as a control panel for the activation of the Ducati Data Analyser DDA
system, which is available as an accessory from Ducati Performance. The same plug also
doubles as the connection for a handy new battery charger available as an accessory from
Ducati Performance. DTC monitors front and rear wheel speeds to detect rear wheel-spin under
acceleration and electronically reduces engine power to optimise traction performance. DQS
allows the throttle to remain open when changing-up through the gearbox, helping to save vital
fractions of a second in the pursuit of faster laptimes. Speaking of the chassis, Ducati says
"this unique Ducati frame is light, rigid and beautiful thanks to its ingenious Trellis design and
use of high quality ALS tubing. Motorcycles Reviews Ducati Ducati Supersports L-Twin
cylinder, 4 valve per cylinder Desmodromic, liquid cooled. Press Release. Warning lights for:
Neutral, turn signals, high-beam, rev-limit, oil pressure, fuel reserve. Plus: Integrated
immobilizer system. Read full bio. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Ducati Active filters:.
About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Lightweight system with catalytic converter
and 2 lambda probes. Twin stainless steel mufflers. Discussion in ' Ducati General Discussion '
started by viffviff99 , Jun 16, Ducati Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this
site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. I'm very new to the world Ducati's
having been coverted from Jap bikes particularly Honda and Suzuki and am looking to buy my
first Ducati. I've not ridden one yet, but my question to those who know far more than I will ever
know about Ducati is the following: do you think that the EVO Corse SE could become a
collectable Ducati? The reason I ask, is the next bike I buy is likely to be my last owing to age , I
will keep and cherish it, and would love to buy a modern Ducati that will become a future
classic. Many thanks. I hope not. I sold mine 3 years ago Ps When you ride one, seeing as
you're coming from Jap bikes, it'll take you three weeks of solid riding to get used to it. The
ergonomics are a tad more extreme in the head down, arse up stakes. Like x 1. I clicked with my
post R6 after only a few hours, it just felt so much more comfortable, the power delivery gave
me an instant grin Best thing you can do is go ride one. My only one gripe and its not a biggy
was miles per tank, everything else was great, the ride, the sound, how it looks. Agree x 1. The
R is the one to have from that era but the boat has been missed for finding a decent low priced
one as they're shooting up in value. I think the S and the S are now the best value ones to buy
with the desirable extras included such as ohlins and light weight wheels. These are creeping
up in value as the R becomes more untouchable. I don't think the will be a classic because as

good as it is it's the smaller bike and less desirable and the Corse SE is essentially an in fancy
clothes. Right I'll get my coat! It definitely helps to hear your views. I rode a nice today. Loved
the engine, gearbox, ride - it was a special bike, but just couldn't get on with the ergonomics
Even for a sportsbike I found it a bit much. If only I were 20 years younger! Are the ergos in the
and any better - or can they be made better? Exactly the same mate. Not much between the 3
except for capacity Best mods I did for comfort on my were fitting a superpole seat. This adds
about an inch to seat height but stops you sliding about in the seat and crushing your nuts.
Helibars also helped a little but at the end of the day, they are sports bikes and will never be
really comfy. The more you ride them the better they get. If you do go for one, suspension setup
has to be top of the list for things to sort. I'll second the comment re: Superpole seat, made the
world of difference to the riding experience once fitted and for me improved the co. I initially
found the spacious but uncomfortable, a couple of months down the line once my muscles had
gotten used to it though, it has turned out to be very comfortable for me doing anything up to a
couple of hours continuous riding. I also think there is something true in the comments above
re: 's they will always be seen as the little brother and therefor often lays within the shadow of
the two bigger variants. Not ridden an myself so couldn't comment on the ergonomic
differences but finding one to test ride would provide you with an answer for that. Kills my neck
though, unless I keep the speed up a bit Edit - and as Ben says, the is a bit of a beast! I'm not
that tall 5' 8" so the reach to the bars is on the long side. The helibars seem to get mixed
feedback - any thoughts here on whether they make a significant difference? I'm a standard
sized short-arse type 10 stone, 5ft I have a , and , none of them are uncomfortable for me. Prices
seem to have crept up a little already for the corse se compared to when I was in the market for
an 3 years ago. Don't know if they get the asking price or not but I don't think you would lose
much if you kept one a while. I doubt the se corse is that special, a R or S would be tasty and
are special. You must log in or sign up to post here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Add bike to comparator. In this version sold from year , the dry weight
is The engine produces a maximum peak output power of On the topic of chassis
characteristics, responsible for road holding, handling behavior and ride comfort, the Ducati
EVO Corse SE has a Tubular steel Trellis frame in ALS frame with front suspension being
Showa 43mmfully adjustable usd forks and at the rear, it is equipped with Progressive linkage
with fully adjustable Ohlins monoshock. Aluminium single-sided swingarm. Floating discs.
Four-piston calipers. Radially mounted. Two-piston calipers. Rear brakes Single disc. Front
Brakes Dimensions - Disc Dimensions mm Aluminium single-sided swingarm Rear Suspension
Travel -. Marelli electronic fuel injection, elliptical throttle bodies Engine size - Displacement Engine capacity Twin stainless steel mufflers Gearbox 6-speed Transmission type, final drive
ratio Chain Clutch type Wet multiplate with hydraulic control Driveline Chain; Front sprocket 15;
Rear sprocket Primary drive: Straight cut gears, Ratio 1. Latest Motorcycles. Double disc.
Progressive linkage with fully adjustable Ohlins monoshock. Marelli electronic fuel injection,
elliptical throttle bodies. Lightweight system with catalytic converter and 2 lambda probes. Twin
stainless steel mufflers. Chain; Front sprocket 15; Rear sprocket Also See for Superbike evo
Corse Owner's manual - pages. Table Of Contents. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Previous
Page. Next Page. Page 3: Introduction The most important servicing and maintenance
non-original spare parts or parts not explicitly procedures are contained in the Service Manual
approved by Ducati may lead to the invalidation of the available at Authorized Service Centers
of Ducati Warranty, besides potential damage and reduced Motor Holding S. Page 6 Adjusting
throttle control free play Performance data Charging the battery Spark plugs Checking drive
chain tension Fuel system Chain lubrication Brakes Replacing the high and low beam bulbs
Transmission Replacing the parking light bulb Frame Rear turn indicators Wheels Number plate
light Tires Beam setting Suspensions Page 7: Safety Guidelines Warning symbols used in the
manual. Your safety and that of others are very important. Different forms of information
regarding potential Ducati Motor Holding S. Page 8: Permitted Use Permitted use Rider's
obligation This motorcycle must be used only on road surfaces All riders must hold a driver's
license. Warning This motorcycle may not be used on dirt roads or for off-road riding. Riding
without a license is illegal and punishable by law. Page 9 Some countries require mandatory
insurance Laws regulating traffic vary from country to country. Check the laws in force in your
country before riding the motorcycle and pay strict adherence to them. Warning Warning Check
the laws applicable to your country. Take out an insurance policy and keep the policy in a safe
Tampering with Noise Control System place along with the other motorcycle documents.
Riding, Clothing in the use of the motorcycle plays an maneuvering and or braking are carried
out differently important role in safety, as the motorcycle provides a from other vehicles. Page
Best Practices" For Safety During the break-in period, carefully observe the instructions

contained on page Failure to follow these instructions releases Ducati Motor Holding S. Page 13
Warning Important Start the engine when outdoors or in a well Be very careful when
maneuvering ventilated place. Never start the engine in a closed intersections or when riding in
areas near exits from environment. Page Refueling Important Refueling Visually inspect the
tires at regular intervals for Refuel the motorcycle in an open area and with the cracks and cuts,
especially on sidewalls, bulges or engine switched off. Replace them if badly damaged. Do not
smoke or ever use flames during refueling. Using it could result in severe damage of the engine
and motorcycle components. Page Carrying The Maximum Load Allowed Carrying the maximum
load allowed Important Your motorcycle is designed for long-distance riding Be sure to secure
the luggage to the supports with the maximum load allowed carried in full safety. Improperly
secured luggage may affect stability. Even weight distribution is critical to preserving these
safety features and avoiding difficulties when Important Page Dangerous Products - Warnings
Dangerous products - warnings Brake fluid Warning Used engine oil Avoid spilling brake fluid
onto plastic, rubber or painted parts of the motorcycle to avoid the risk of Warning damage.
Protect these parts with a clean shop rag Prolonged or repeated contact with used engine
before servicing the motorcycle. Page 18 Warning Take care not to spill engine coolant on the
exhaust system or engine parts. These parts may be hot and ignite the coolant, which will
subsequently burn with invisible flames. Coolant ethylene glycol is an irritant and is poisonous
when ingested. Keep away from children. Never remove the radiator cap when the engine is hot.
Engine number fig. Page Plate Positioning Plate positioning 3 Canada only fig. Page 23 fig. Page
24 fig. Page 25 fig. Page 26 fig. Ducati utilizes lean carburetor settings Problems that may affect
motorcycle and other systems to reduce carbon monoxide and emissions hydrocarbons. Page
California Emission Control Warranty Statement Your Warranty Rights And Obligations - You
are responsible for presenting your emission control system on your motorcycle for the
motorcycle to a Ducati dealer as soon as a periods of time listed below provided there has been
problem exists. The warranty repairs should be Page 30 Ducati dealer is not reasonably
available, a part is not C. Any motorcycle on which odometer mileage has available within 30
days, or a repair is not complete been changed so that actual mileage cannot be within 30 days.
Page 31 Ducati dealer. Ducati shall not be liable for any other expenses, VI. Additional
information loss or damage, whether direct, incidental, consequential Comes on when in neutral
position. Important Turns on when fuel is low and there are about 0. Never operate the
dashboard controls while riding the motorcycle. Gives total distance covered. Never use the
menus reserved for trained personnel for any reason. If this function is accidentally accessed,
turn the key to OFF and contact a Ducati Dealer or Authorized Service center for the necessary
checks. Page 39 Important This menu is active only if the speed of the motorcycle is less than If
this MENU is open and the speed of the motorcycle exceeds This function shows the total
distance covered by the vehicle. At Key-On the system automatically enters this function. The
odometer reading is stored permanently and cannot be reset. Page Air Temperature Indicator
Air temperature indicator vs. Display limits: Page Vehicle Speed Indication Vehicle speed
indication vs. Holding button 12, fig. When the reading exceeds Trip fuel reading remains stored
even after Key-Off until the vehicle is refueled. Page Maintenance Indicator Serv mi km on the
odometer; every mi km on the odometer. The message is displayed only at Key-On for 5
seconds. When the service indicator appears, contact a Ducati Dealer or Authorized Service
center. The dashboard displays the battery voltage information as follows: - if voltage is
between In addition to the upper rev counter scale, the instrument panel also displays engine
rpm numerically so that you can adjust the idle speed more precisely. This for this model, but
available at Ducati sales network : service will provide anything necessary to correctly the data
logger must be connected to vehicle wiring. The active Page 59 If instead you wish to set the
next highest level, initial display, with the level setting indicated on the press switch 12, fig. If
DTC is activated, the level setting can also be If you wish to set this level, press switch 12,fig.
Page Tips On How To Select The Sensitivity Level Tips on how to select the sensitivity level
When level 1, 2 or 3 is selected the DTC control unit will allow the rear wheel to spin and also
slide sideways on exiting a corner; we recommend that Warning this setting is only used by
very experienced riders on The 8 level settings of the DTC were calibrated the track. This
function allows disabling, and if necessary also The function can be re-enabled: re-enabling,
DQS - Ducati Quick shift. Holding switch 12, fig. Page 65 increases cyclically in steps of 1
minute every second. The instrument panel runs system diagnostics after 60 seconds from the
last Key-Off. Any abnormal vehicle behavior is displayed. If more errors are present, they are
displayed one by one every 3 seconds. UP The instrument panel stays active for 60 seconds
soon after Key-Off, and the headlight can be switched on by pressing switch 12, fig. Note Your
Ducati dealer may ask you to produce your Code Card in order to carry out certain servicing
operations. The black keys B are regular ignition keys and are used to: fig. However, it is

advisable to keep the electronic code printed on the CODE CARD handy when you ride your
motorcycle, in case it is necessary to enable the Page Operation Operation Duplicate keys
When the ignition key is turned to OFF, the If you need any duplicate keys, contact the Ducati
immobilizer inhibits engine operation. To enter the service menu, push button 1, fig. Press A
Press B for 3 sec. Page Controls Controls Warning This section shows the position and
function of the controls used to ride the motorcycle. Be sure to read this information carefully
before you use the controls. Position of motorcycle controls fig. Page Lh Switch LH switch fig.
To cancel turn indicators, push in once switch returns to central position. Page Clutch Lever
Clutch lever Lever 1 disengages the clutch. It features a dial adjuster 2 for lever distance from
the twistgrip on handlebar. The lever distance can be adjusted through 10 clicks of the dial 2.
Turn clockwise to increase lever distance from the twistgrip. Turn the adjuster counter
clockwise to decrease lever distance. Page Rh Switch RH switch fig. Warning This switch is
mainly intended for use in emergency cases when you need to stop the engine quickly. Page
Front Brake Lever Front brake lever fig. The system is hydraulically operated and you just need
to pull the lever gently. The control lever 1 features a dial adjuster 2 for lever distance from the
twistgrip on handlebar adjustment. Page Rear Brake Pedal Rear brake pedal fig. The system is
hydraulically operated. This is indicated by the dashboard light N 3, fig. To adjust the position,
proceed as follows: hold the linkage 1 and slacken the lock nuts 2 and 3. Page 89 To adjust the
position, proceed as follows: Loosen counter nut 4. Turn pedal stroke adjusting screw 5 until
pedal is in the desired position. Tighten the check nut 4 to 1. Operate the pedal by hand to
check that there is 0. Page Fuel Tank Plug Fuel tank plug fig. Lift the plug. Closing Refit the plug
with the key in it and push it down into its seat. Page Seat Lock Seat lock Opening fig.
Moderately pull the rear end of the seat 2 up and raise until it can be extracted. Page Side Stand
Side stand Note fig. Before lowering the side stand, make sure that the supporting surface is
hard and flat. Note Do not park on soft or pebbled ground or on asphalt The engine can be
started with the side stand Page Steering Damper Steering damper fig. It provides stable and
accurate steering, improving the motorcycle's handling response under any conditions. Page
Front Fork Adjusters Front fork adjusters The front fork used on this motorcycle has rebound,
compression and spring preload adjustment. This adjustment is done using the outer adjusters:
1 to adjust the rebound damping fig. Spring preload: A, fig. To change the preload of the spring
inside each fork leg, turn the hex. The adjuster 1 on the left side of the connection holding the
shock absorber to the swinging arm controls rebound damping. Page 98 Once preload has been
set as required, tighten the upper ring nut. Warning Use a specific pin wrench to turn the
preload adjusting nut. Be careful when turning the nut with the wrench, as the pin may slip out
of the ring nut recess and you may hurt your hand hitting motorcycle parts. Page Riding The
Motorcycle Riding the motorcycle For the first 62 mi km , use the brakes gently. Avoid sudden
or prolonged braking. This will allow the friction material on the brake pads to bed in against the
brake disks. For all mechanical parts of the motorcycle to adapt to one another and above all
not to adversely affect the life of basic engine parts, it is advisable to avoid harsh accelerations
and not to run the engine at high rpm Page During the entire Break-in period, carefully observe
the indications on the scheduled maintenance chart and servicing recommendations in the
Warranty Booklet. Page Pre-Ride Checks Check the fuel level in the tank. Fill tank if needed
page Check oil level in the sump through the sight glass. Top up if needed page Page Starting
The Engine Starting the engine Warning Before starting the engine, become familiar with the
controls you will need to use when riding page Warning Never start or run the engine indoors.
Exhaust gases are poisonous and may lead to loss of consciousness or even death within a
short time. Page 2 Check that the stop switch 2, fig. Important Do not rev up the engine when it
is cold. Allow some time for the oil to warm up and reach all points that need lubricating. Page
Moving Off Moving off Important Avoid harsh accelerations, as this may lead to 1 Disengage the
clutch by squeezing the clutch misfiring and transmission snatching. The clutch lever. Page
Braking Braking Slow down in time, shift down to engine-brake first and then brake applying
both brakes. Pull the clutch lever before stopping the motorcycle, to avoid sudden engine stop.
Warning Use both brake lever and pedal for effective braking. Never use the brake controls
harshly or suddenly as you may lock the wheels and lose control of the motorcycle. Page
Stopping The Motorcycle Stopping the motorcycle Warning The exhaust system might be hot,
even after Reduce speed, shift down and release the throttle engine is switched off; take special
care not to touch twistgrip. Shift down to engage first gear and then the exhaust system with
any body part and do not neutral. Page Refueling Refueling fig. Fuel should never be touching
the rim of filler recess. Warning Use low-lead fuel with min. Be sure there is no fuel trapped in
the filler recess. Warning The vehicle is compatible only with fuel having fig. Page Main
Maintenance Operations Main maintenance operations the two screws 1 securing the fairing
panels to the brackets; the six screws 2 securing the fairing panels to the headlight fairing; the

four screws 3 securing the fairing panels to the Removing the fairing frame; the two screws 4
located under the fairing that join Some parts of the motorcycle fairing have to be the right
fairing panel to the left fairing panel; Page Note Be careful of the splash guard, which is
released by the fairing panel fastening. Note To refit the left fairing panel, lower the side stand
and pass it through the hole in the panel. Page Rearview mirrors Unscrew the fastening screws
1 of the rear-view mirror. Release the pins 2 from the retaining clips 3 attached to the headlight
fairing mount 4. Slip off the rubber covers 5 and disconnect the turn indicator wiring connectors
6. Repeat the procedure to remove the other rear-view mirror. Page Kit to widen rear-view
mirrors mounting Remove the mirrors as previously explained. Unscrew the two screws 1 and
remove the original spacer 2. Fit the supplied spacer 3 , start the two long screws 4 supplied ,
then tighten them using a suitable Allen wrench. Page Changing The Air Filter Unscrew the two
rear screws 1 securing the headlight fairing to the headlight support. Note After refitting the
headlight fairing, refit the side fairings and the rear-view mirrors. It should be between the two
marks 1 and 2. Top up if the level is below the MIN mark. Page Checking Brake And Clutch Fluid
Level Fluids must be topped up and changed at the intervals specified in the scheduled
maintenance table reported in the Warranty Booklet; please contact a Ducati Dealer or
authorized Service Center. Important fig. Page If the control lever has too much play and the
transmission snatches or jams as you try to engage a gear, it means that there might be air in
the circuit. Contact your Ducati Dealer or authorized Service Center to have the system
inspected and air bled out. Warning Clutch fluid level will increase as clutch plate friction
material wears down. Page Checking Brake Pads For Wear Friction material wear beyond this
limit would lead to metal support contact with the brake disk and compromise braking
efficiency, disk integrity and rider safety. To avoid this kind of problem with the throttle cable,
unscrew the two retaining screws 1, fig. If necessary, adjust it using the adjusters 1 and 2, fig.
Before charging the battery, it is best to remove it from the motorcycle. Charge the battery at 0.
Remove the left-hand fairing page , unscrew the screw 1 and remove the bracket 2. Motorcycle
on side stand : place ruler at mid-way of chain lower section, push chain downwards and
tension up until distance between the aluminum section of the swingarm and chain pin center is
1. Page Chain Lubrication Chain lubrication The chain fitted on your motorcycle has O-rings to
protect its moving parts from dirt and to hold the lubricant inside. The seals might be
irreparably damaged if the chain is cleaned using any solvent other than those specific for
O-ring chains or washed using steam or water cleaners. Always check that the bulb functions
before reassembling removed parts. Page Note To replace the headlamp bulbs, it is not
necessary to disconnect the main wiring cable from the headlamp body. Note Do not touch the
transparent part of the new bulb with the hands. This would cause it to blacken thereby
reducing bulb brilliancy. Page Replacing The Parking Light Bulb Replacing the parking light
bulb To gain access to the parking light bulbs 1 , insert your hand into the headlight support
and extract the bulb holders from their seat; turn the bulb ring nut 1 counter-clockwise and
extract the burnt-out bulb. Renew the burnt-out bulb. Page Rear Turn Indicators Rear turn
indicators fig. The bulb is the banjo-type: press and rotate counterclockwise to remove. Page
Beam Setting Beam setting fig. The motorcycle should be perfectly vertical, with its longitudinal
axis at right angles to a wall or screen at a distance of Page Rear View Mirror Adjustment The
horizontal position of the left beam can be corrected using the screw 1, fig. Turn the screw
clockwise to move the beam to the right, counter-clockwise to move it to the left. The vertical
position of the left beam can be corrected using the screw 2, fig. Page Tubeless Tires 0. Correct
removal and tire repair or change Tubeless tires installation of the wheels is essential. Page
Minimum tread depth Measure tread depth S, fig. It should not be less than 0. Important Visually
inspect the tires at regular intervals for cracks and cuts, especially on sidewalls, bulges or large
spots which are indicative of internal damage. Important Engine oil and oil filters must be
changed by a fig. Viscosity SAE 15W Page Cleaning And Replacing The Spark Plugs Have the
spark plugs inspected or replaced at a Ducati Dealer or Authorized Service Center; they will
check the color of the ceramic insulator of the central electrode: an even brown color is a sign
that the engine is in good running order. Page Cleaning The Motorcycle Cleaning the
motorcycle fogging , front fork seals, air inlets or exhaust mufflers, with resulting loss of
compliance with To preserve the finish of metal parts and paintwork, safety requirements. Clean
off stubborn dirt or exceeding grease from Use specific products only. Page Storing The
Motorcycle Periodically carry out the required checks and replace pour a few drops of engine oil
into the cylinders parts as necessary using Ducati original spare parts through the spark plug
bores, then turn the to be in compliance with regulations in the given crankshaft over by hand a
few times to form a country. Page Maintenance Maintenance Scheduled maintenance chart:
operations to be performed by the Dealer Km. Page Km. Page Technical Data Technical data
Weight in running order without fluids and battery: lb kg. Carrying full load: lb kg. Overall

dimensions mm fig. Page Engine Engine Desmodromic timing system fig. Bore: 3 Closing or
lower rocker shim. Stroke: 5 Closing or lower rocker. Page Brakes Brakes Rear With fixed
drilled steel disk. Semi-floating drilled twin-disk. Hydraulically operated by a pedal on RH side.
Braking material: Make: steel. P34c pistons. ALS steel tubular trellis rear subframe. Front
Steering angle on each side : Tubeless, radial tire. Wheels Size: Wheel rims in light alloy with
five Y-shaped spokes. Page Suspensions Suspensions Rear Of the progressive type, thanks to
a rocker arm connecting frame and upper pivot point of the shock Front absorber. Hydraulic
upside-down fork provided with external The shock absorber allows rebound, compression
adjusters for rebound and compression damping and damping and spring preload adjustment
and is preload for inner springs of fork legs. The main components of the electric system are:
Headlight with: lamp type: 2 x H11 12VW. Available colors parking light: Racing Grey part no.
Page Fuses Electrical parts are protected by nine fuses housed inside special fuse boxes. Only
7 fuses are connected. There are two spare fuses. Refer to the table below to identify the
circuits protected by the various fuses and their ratings. Page The fuse 2 protects the electronic
regulator. Remove the fuse cap to reach it. Page A blown fuse is identified by the interrupted
center link 3, fig. Important Switch the ignition key to OFF before replacing the fuse to avoid
possible short-circuits. Warning Never use a fuse with a rating other than specified. Failure to
observe this rule may damage the electric system or even cause fire. Page cod Print page 1
Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Make Ducati. Model Superbike. Never crashed
nor used on racetrack. Stored in climate-controlled garage under Bilt cover. What's included :
all factory books, bike cover, back seat, full Termignoni, fender eliminator all original parts and
anything that came new from the dealer at the time of purchase. Offered for local buyers,
in-person, certified check transactions only! Model Supersport. Brand new and not even broken
in yet. Bike runs perfect- has NO problems. I recently put a fender eliminator kit on it, which
moved the license plate closer to the exhaust under the seat. And put a integrated tail light kit
on it as well, which moved the blinkers into the tail light for a cleaner look. Classified from 1 to
8. Ducati Quick Shift allows rider to engage gears while accelerating with out the need to use
the clutch. Fully adjustable Ohlins suspensionFully adjustable 43mm Showa forksmm front
brake rotorsDual radial mounted brembo four-piston calipers in frontCorse test team
graphicsThis bike looks good, sounds better, goes fast, stops well. What more could you ask
for? The regular Ducati EVO doesn't have traction control, a quick shifter, or that gorgeous
paint job. My loss is your gain. Pick up this beautiful bike just in time for summer riding! Priced
to sell fast!! Also, there is another gentlemen selling this same model on eBay as well. However,
please note that his bike has left side damage from a crash and has about 1, miles more than
mine. As he stated in his posting, this is a rare bike. He stated that only were made. However,
that is an error. Bike has been garage kept and only ridden in dry weather. This bike is definitely
an eye catcher! I can provide additional pictures upon request. DTC monitors front and rear
wheel speeds to detect rear wheel-spin under acceleration and electronically reduces engine
power to optimise traction performance. DQS allows the throttle to remain open when
changing-up through the gearbox, helping to save vital fractions of a second in the pursuit of
faster laptimes. To view that information, please click on the "view website" link in the details
section below. Most of our bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and have a nationwide
warranty of up to days. And yes, we also take trades! Model Evo Corse SE. Recently traded ,
originally sold by us. Includes ,carbon fiber key-guard This Evo Corsa like brand new
conditions. It was announced on November 6, for the model year, replacing the , although the
model name was already listed on the compatible parts table for the fuel tank, giving away the
secret a few months early. The makes a tested 86 kW With a manufacturer claimed dry weight of
kg lb , the undercuts its larger displacement sibling, the , by 5 kg 11 lb. In August , Ducati
announced the Evo, as the evolution of the model. The bike featured small revisions such as a
black swingarm, Mono-block Brembo brake calipers, steering damper mount as well as some
very minor engine revisions. See this and our full line of new and pre-owned Ducati motorcycles
at our Oakville showroom. We also carry a full line of genuine Ducati parts, accessories,
apparel, gear and performance parts. Own the Ultimate Evo. Originally purchased at Ducati
Seattle and all services performed here. It only has miles on it! Which may change if I ride it. It
had its mile service done at the Ducati dealership. I have added a Kyle Throttle Tube, Shorai
Lithium battery, Pazzo short levers, a double bubble dark smoke Zero Gravity windscreen,
Evotech fender eliminator, Evotech front and rear spindle bobbins, and Evotech bar ends. It
also has a Telferizer ball mount Lifeproof ball size. Other than that it is stock. The light on the
dash is on for the mile service, this just needs reset at dealer I have paperwork from the service.
Do not miss your chance to own the last trellis frame sport bike Ducati ever produced! This is a
rare bike - only made world-wide in this last Finale! For those who don't know what is so

special:Ducati emptied out their garage for the last year Note: Left nose on edge; tail on left has
rash; left middle fairing has scuff marks. No damage to the engine case at all see pics , frame
slider did its job. I have the manual, key card, red key. Bike is in Modesto, CA Connect at: two
zero nine - two two six - zero six zero six with any questions. Buyer to arrange and pay for
shipping. It just had its mile service done at the Ducati dealership. It is an amazing machine and
has to be one of the lowest mileage Evo Corse's in the world. Sophisticated Ducati-developed
electronics make the most of every drop of engine power while the Ohlins rear shock absorber
and the mm brake discs bring out the qualities of the Trellis frame. The Ducati EVO Corse SE is
a motorcycle for skilled riders looking for the thrill a real-life superbike offers, but in a
full-featured, street-legal package. Top performance and head-turning looks are the main assets
for this mean machine: it looks amazing and performs even better, street or track. Selling the
bike because I never have time to ride and that is it. The bike has passed inspection at Ducati of
Newport Beach. Corse instinct: where intuition meets engineering. Great bike always garaged
and serviced at a Ducati dealer. New tires! Never been dropped or tracked! I am the original
owner and have the title. I already put the stock rear sets back on the bike I sold my aftermarket
ones. The bike is trackable as-is for amateur events in my area. Just pull off the bar mirrors,
disconnect the rear brake and that's it. It could stand to have new pads for next season. I have
more pictures available on request. This can definitely be adjusted if needed. Low miles, super
clean, stock and ready to ride into summer. MotoCorsa Pre-Owned specializes in quality
pre-owned European, Japanese and American motorcycles with clean titles that can be
registered for use on public roads. Every used motorcycle goes through a used vehicle
inspection at MotoCorsa by a factory trained Ducati technician. Flat Rate Shipping is for the 48
continental United States. Listing my Ducati corsa se for sale. It has been maintained regularly,
and stored in a garage. I have the title. Price can be negotiable if i part it out. I am in no rush to
sale the bike so please do not give me some crazy offers call me if you have any further
questions about the bike if you buy this bike you will be extremely happy this a good deal for
this type of bike. This bike has nothing wrong with it what so ever. I actually love this bike. It
only has 3, miles on it. It has a Ohlins Monoshock and mm Bribo brakes which is only a couple
of the upgrades compared to the standard EVO. Its not even due its first oil change yet. The
only thing that has been changed out is the seat to a Saddleman seat for more comfort. It was
actually bought here in Albuquerque at PJ's Motorcycles. The only reason I'm selling it is
because I'm a single dad of 2 and need to reduce the chance of me getting hurt. Thousand
Oaks, CA. Lawrenceville, GA. Rocky Ford, CO. Rock Springs, WY. Bucksport, ME. Salem, OR.
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